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The De Vogel-Cardamici association  
in Amsterdam and Izmir  
and an eighteenth century  
Dutch masterclass on trading
Despina Vlami 
Centre de recherche médiévale et néo-hellénique de l’Académie d’Athènes
Abstract: The Dutch company Thomas De Vogel & Co., one of the major merchant 
houses in Amsterdam, collaborated with the Greek Ottoman enterprise Bartholo 
Cardamici & Co., in Izmir. The two commercial houses had an ongoing association 
from 1760 to 1771, with De Vogel acting as an intermediary for the Cardamicis in 
the Amsterdam market. The letters addressed by Thomas De Vogel to Bartholo in 
Izmir and his nephew Rafael in Istanbul shed light on the course of their business 
transactions and the development of their personal relationship. They thus allow us 
an insight into the operation of Levantine trade conducted between Amsterdam and 
Izmir. The letters also reveal the flexible and efficient strategies and practices used 
by the companies, in the context of the structure and customs of international trade.  
Résumé :La firme Thomas De Vogel and Co, une importante maison de négoce à 
Amsterdam, collaborait à Smyrne avec la firme grecque ottomane Bartholo Cardamici 
et Co. Les deux maisons de commerce s’associèrent entre 1760 et 1771, De Vogel étant 
l’intermédiaire des Cardamici sur le marché d’Amsterdam. Les lettres adressées par 
Thomas De Vogel à Bartholo et son neveu Rafael, respectivement installés à Smyrne et 
à Istanbul, fournissent un éclairage sur la conduite de leurs affaires et la construction 
de leur relation. Elles nous permettent de saisir les opérations commerciales réalisées 
entre les deux ports. Ces lettres révèlent également les stratégies ainsi que les pratiques 
souples et efficaces mises en œuvre par les firmes dans le cadre de l’organisation et des 
usages du commercial international. 
Keywords:  Dutch trade, Ottoman trade, Amsterdam, Izmir, business correspondence .
Mots-clés :  négoce hollandais, négoce ottoman, Amsterdam, Smyrne, correspondance 
commerciale.




Business correspondence has been utilized extensively by historians as a valuable 
tool for reconstructing and analyzing international trade during the modern 
period. Although business letters do not contain quantitative data and national 
aggregates, provided by company registers, ledgers and national statistics, they 
nevertheless depict everyday trade transactions, offering, at the same time, an 
insight into the behavior, tactics and ideas of the central characters in many 
individual stories of mercantile activity. In the following paper, we present briefly 
the story of a collaboration between a Dutch and a Greek Ottoman enterprise, 
unfolding in three of the major sites of international and Levantine trade of the 
eighteenth century, Amsterdam, Izmir and Istanbul 1. 
The Dutch company “Thomas De Vogel & Co” was one of the major 
merchant houses in Amsterdam in the eighteenth century 2. De Vogel engaged in 
the import-export trade of manufactured, colonial and Levantine commodities 
between Europe and the Levant. His European business network comprised 
commercial enterprises in Belgium, France, Spain and Portugal, Italy and 
the Hapsburg Empire. Some important commercial houses in Istanbul, 
Ankara, Aleppo and Izmir belonged in his milieu of business associates in the 
Ottoman Empire. His chief operational center was established in Izmir where 
De Vogel collaborated with Dutch, French, Armenian, Jewish and Greek firms 3. 
One among them was the “Bartholo Cardamici & Co”, a Greek Ottoman enter-
prise owned and directed by Bartholo Cardamici. The firm had a branch office in 
Istanbul ran by Rafael Cardamici, Bartholo’s nephew. 
1 For an early history of Dutch-Ottoman relations see Alexander H Groot, The Ottoman 
Empire and the Dutch Republic: A History of the Earliest Relations, 1610-1630, Leiden-
Istanbul, 1978. For a comprehensive commercial history of Amsterdam in the eighteenth 
century see Andrea Metrà, Il Mentore Perfetto De’ Negozianti, Ovvero Guida Sicura 
De’ Medesimi…, Trieste, Wage, Fleis & Co, 1793, p. 168-376.
2 In his book Ottoman and Dutch Merchants in the eighteenth century: Competition and 
Cooperation in Ankara, Izmir and Amsterdam, Leiden, Brill, 2012, Ismail Hakki Kadi 
gives a broad description of De Vogel’s business activity in the Levant having studied his 
business correspondence.
3 De Vogel was in contact with sixty four firms in Izmir, twenty seven in Constantinople, 
two in Ankara and five in Aleppo, see Hakki Kadi Ismail, ibid., pp. 184-185. See also 
Friends and Rivals in the East: Studies in Anglo-Dutch Relations in the Levant from the 
seventeenth to the nineteenth century, Alastair Hamilton, Alexander Hendrik de Groot, 
Maurits H. Van Den Boogert (eds), Elena Frangakis-Syrett “Commercial Practices and 
Competition in the Levant: the British and the Dutch in Eighteenth Century Izmir”, 
Leiden, Brill,  2000, p. 135-158. 
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The two commercial houses, De Vogel and Cardamici, had an ongoing collab-
oration between 1760 and 1771 4. The letters addressed by Thomas De Vogel to 
the Greek Ottoman merchants during this period, offer a fascinating represen-
tation of their collaboration, revealing the course of their business transactions 
and the making of their personal relationship. In the first part of the paper we 
present an overview of the De Vogel-Cardamici association using information 
provided by De Vogel’s business correspondence 5. This interesting material offers 
unexpected glimpses of the organization of Levantine trade conducted between 
Amsterdam and Izmir, while it overturns established views of the standard 
roles assumed by European and Ottoman economic operators of the Levantine 
import-export trade 6. It shows, through a micro-history lens, the operation of 
the European business networks in the Ottoman Empire and unveils new aspects 
of the strategy and organization of Ottoman commercial enterprise expanding 
to the West. De Vogel’s letters addressed to the Cardamici in Izmir and Istanbul 
were his only credible means to keep them updated on business transactions, 
coordinate agreements and procedures, forward them business plans, requests 
4 The following article has been based entirely upon information provided by De Vogel’s 
business letters addressed to his Cardamici associates. It therefore represents a first 
assessment of the individual character of this association and the particular strategy 
adopted by each of the two merchant enterprises. An exhaustive survey of relevant 
primary and secondary sources (private business archives and collections of public 
documents) to trace additional information on the organization and the interaction of 
the two enterprises, together with an analytical emplacement of their collaboration in 
the bibliographic setting on the 18th century mercantile business, will be presented in a 
forthcoming monograph.
5 The business archive and the letter books of the De Vogel enterprise operating in 
Amsterdam in the eighteenth century are kept today in the municipal archives of 
Amsterdam in the Gemeente Amsterdam Stadsarchief, section 332: Archief van de Familie 
De Vogel en Aanverwante Families. The Letter Books, or Kopieboek, contain copies of the 
letters addressed to the De Vogel associates and agents all around the world until his 
death in 1771. The copies of letters are arranged in a chronological order and each Letter 
Book contains copies of the letters dispatched within a year. Each Letter Book begins 
with an alphabetical index of all the addressees. The letters were mostly written in the 
Dutch language except those comprised in the Letter Books no. 44-52 (corresponding 
to years 1760-1771) written in the French language with few of them written in Italian 
and Spanish to be understood by De Vogel foreign agents and partners (GAS, 332, 
1.2.2 Thomas De Vogel, 44-52 Kopieboek, in de Franse taal 1760-1771). The language 
utilized in the examined letters was the French with many business terms appearing 
in Italian, the lingua franca of commercial transactions. It is not clear whether the 
letters were written by an employed polyglot secretary, as it was the usage in the cases of 
many important commercial houses of the period, or by De Vogel himself, or even by 
another partner.
6 For a reconsideration of the standard roles assumed by European and Ottoman 
merchants in their joint transactions see also Despina Vlami, Trading with the Ottomans.
The Levant Company in the Middle East, London, I. B. Tauris, 2015, p. 157-197.   
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and ultimatum. The letters were a powerful operational tool meant to fulfill a very 
precise purpose: to sustain and enhance a business association from a distance, 
when no other means of communication was available. Beyond that, De Vogel 
was determined to guide the Ottoman merchants inside a competitive, complex 
and devious environment, imparting them some of his knowledge, experience 
and information delivered to him by an extensive network of agents. To do so, 
he utilized his letters to his Greek Ottoman clients/associates as comprehensive 
and efficient tutorials on trading business and strategy, referring to the organi-
zation, techniques and customs of international trade combined with valuable 
instructions and advices. This unusual and revealing Dutch masterclass on 
eighteenth century trading business is described in the second part of this paper.
the association
The “Bartholo Cardamici & Co” was a Greek Ottoman merchant enterprise in 
Izmir. The firm was organized as a family business in which independent merchants 
and employees participated. Rafael Cardamici, Bartholo’s nephew, represented 
the firm in Istanbul and, following his uncle’s passing away, undertook the 
management of the enterprise in his place. The De Vogel correspondence gives 
us a snapshot of the Ottoman firm’s operation during the period 1760-1771. 
The letters sent by the Dutch merchant to the two Greek Ottoman merchants 
were his only means to organize, coordinate and manage their transactions and 
joint ventures. The Cardamici had chosen the “Thomas De Vogel & Co” to 
be their strategic partner and agent-intermediary in the West, organizing and 
conducting the sale of the commodities dispatched to him in Amsterdam 7. 
De Vogel was also delegated to purchase and forward to Cardamici various 
manufactured goods, luxury and colonial products which the Ottoman firm 
distributed in the Ottoman markets. He also offered to his clients advantageous 
shipping, insurance and financial services. 
In this Dutch-Ottoman collaboration, the gravity center of entrepreneurial 
decision and planning from the side of the Greek Ottoman enterprise was Izmir, 
where the “Bartholo Cardamici & Co” headquarters were located 8. All orders, 
7 For a history of the Greek Ottoman merchant activity in Amsterdam see in The Ottoman 
World, Christine Woodhead (ed.), London, Routledge, 2012, Ismail Hakki Kadi, 
“On the edges of the Ottoman World: nonMuslim Ottoman Merchants in Amsterdam”, 
p. 276-288; Maurits Van Den Boogert, “Ottoman Greeks in the Dutch Levant Trade: 
Collective Strategy and Individual Practice (c. 1750-1821)”, Oriente Moderno, Nuova 
Serie, Anno 25 (86), n. 1, The Ottomans and Trade (2006), pp. 129-147 and Ben 
J. Slot, “Commercial Activities of Korais in Amsterdam”, O Eranistis, 1980, vol. 16, 
p. 55-139.
8 Elena Frangakis-Syrett, The Commerce of Smyrna in the Eighteenth Century, 1700-1820, 
Athens, Center for Asia Minor Studies, 1992.
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consignments and remittances arrived in Amsterdam from Izmir, while all 
shipments arrived and departed to and from Izmir’s port. The Istanbul branch, 
directed by Rafael Cardamici, was instead the enterprise’s second operational pole, 
placed conveniently in the heart of the Ottoman administrative, bureaucratic and 
military system. Until Bartholo Cardamici’s passing away in 1763-64, all business 
planning taking place in Istanbul had to be evaluated and approved by the Izmir 
office. Even after Bartholo’s death, the head office of the Greek Ottoman firm 
remained in Izmir with Rafael, the new director of the enterprise, commuting 
between the two cities.
De Vogel’s correspondence does not reveal the exact form of association 
linking the “Bartholo Cardamici & Co” of Izmir with the enterprise ran by Rafael 
in Istanbul. However, the number of letters addressed to Bartholo and Rafael and 
the distinct form of expression adopted by De Vogel when addressing each one 
of them, reveals their position in the business and family hierarchy. The letters 
dispatched to Bartholo in Izmir were confidential and comprehensive, giving him 
a clear priority in the decision-making and acknowledging his authority over 
his partner-nephew. Bartholo’s leading role in the family business was further 
accentuated by the fact that often Rafael was the recipient of simply short notes 
accompanying detailed letters addressed to his uncle. Moreover, Rafael’s bold 
initiatives to expand business were met with skepticism by the Dutch who saw 
to inform Bartholo promptly and get his approval before carrying out any orders 
sent to him by Rafael. 
As demonstrated in Table I, until 1763, Bartholo was the principal recipient 
of De Vogel’s letters. However, in the following years, and specifically after 1763, 
when Bartholo got ill and died, Rafael Cardamici took the reins of the family 
business. This shift in the balance of power inside the Greek Ottoman enterprise 
ensued gradually and was reflected in the number of letters received by the two 
Greek Ottoman merchants in the period 1760-1764. In 1760 De Vogel sent 
twelve letters to Bartholo Cardamici and seven to Rafael, in 1761 nineteen to 
Bartholo and thirteen to Rafael, in 1762 fifteen to Bartholo and fourteen to 
Rafael. In 1763, the year Bartholo fell ill, retreated to the suburbs of Izmir and 
retired, Rafael received fourteen letters from De Vogel while the Izmir headquar-
ters one less. In 1764, following Bartholo’s death, the Izmir office received only 
2 letters from the Dutch firm and none in the following years. From 1765 until 
1771, when the “Thomas De Vogel & Co” liquidated following the death of its 
founder, Rafael Cardamici was the recipient of all the letters addressed by the 
Dutch merchant house.  
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Table I : Letters addressed by Thomas De Vogel to Bartholo and Rafael Cardamici 
Letter Books 44-52, 1760-1771 













Various references in the letters addressed to the two Cardamici until 1763 
indicate that Bartholo and Rafael kept two different current accounts. It is there-
fore likely that the Istanbul office operated as an affiliated or subsidiary company 
of the “Bartholo Cardamici & Co”. De Vogel’s reference to an imminent “settling 
of accounts” between uncle and nephew could also be taken as a confirmation of 
Rafael’s semi-autonomous status and contractual rights. Bartholo had informed 
his Dutch correspondent of his decision to settle up his affairs with his nephew 
and liquidate their accounts. For this reason the Greek Ottoman merchant had 
put on a temporary hold his business affairs with De Vogel and had requested 
him to interrupt briefly his consignments to both himself and Rafael. 
Following Bartholo’s death, the Dutch firm continued its collaboration 
with Rafael Cardamici upon a new contract. For a transitional period, until the 
settlement of the accounts of the old “Bartholo Cardamici & Co”, trade transac-
tions were enrolled into two different accounts, one kept in Izmir by Bartholo’s 
former partners and employees and one in Istanbul by Rafael Cardamici’s staff. 
The handover of the firm’s management to Rafael was followed by the entry in 
the family enterprise of Paul, Bartholo’s son. In 1767, another Cardamici family 
firm, the “Rafael Cardamici’s Nephew & Son”, received a remittance of 1 000 
fiorins by Rafael. The transaction was referred to in one of De Vogel’s letters 
and confirmed the existence of other Cardamici enterprises encompassing family 
members. Meanwhile, the “De Vogel Brother & Son” and the “Van Lennep & 
Enslie” companies were already representing the De Vogel interests in Izmir 9.
The Cardamici-De Vogel collaboration build up and matured inside an 
international environment of merchants, entrepreneurs, agents and manufac-
turers who represented both companies in various markets, supplied them with 
9 GAS, 332, v.50, 5/10/1766.
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products and accepted their bills and bullion. In the De Vogel letters to Bartholo 
and Rafael the names of many of these international merchant houses are referred 
to as we get a glimpse of their multifaceted contribution in the Cardamici-De 
Vogel business transactions. 10     
Table II : Names of Merchant Houses mentioned  
in De Vogel’s Correspondence with the Cardamici
Name Place Date Reference
Alexander de Masse - 1760, 1760, 1761, 1762, 1765, 1766, 1768
Antoine & Fracisco Filigoni Livorno 1764
Antonio Jingrilara & Co - 1761
Antonio Lisgara & Co - 1761
Antonio Nunes Livorno 1762
Apostolos Demesticka Izmir 1763, 1764
Armand Palm - 1765, 1767
Bongaerd Istanbul 1767
Bornman Istanbul 1767
Bornman & Van der Schroeff - 1765
Camendo - 1765
Ch. Died Oldembergh Livorno 1764
Chasseaud & Co Livorno 1764
Chasseaud& Pandand - 1766
Christofano Boni Livorno 1764
Constantin Platti - 1766
D. Van Lennep Izmir 1768, 1769, 1770
D. Van Lennep & Enslie Izmir 1764, 1766, 1767, 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771
De Bok Rotterdam 1765
De Vogel & Enslie (brother of M. 
Enslie) Izmir 1769, 1771
De Vogel Son & Brothers Izmir 1764, 1766, 1768
Densel - 1768
F. & H. van Sanen - 1766
Falcon Izmir 1769
Fremaux Izmir 1767
Gautier & Puzos - 1767
Giovanni Theochari & Co Livorno 1764, 1765, 1766
Henry & Daniel Hopker Amsterdam 1769
Hubs & Simon Istanbul 1767
Isaac de Reus Rotterdam 1764
J. Ackerman - 1765
J. H & E. Coen Hemzy - 1769
Jacob Le Clercq - 1764
10 The names are checked with the alphabetic indexes of addressees in the F.44-52 volumes of 
De Vogel's correspondence.  
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Name Place Date Reference
Jacob Le Clercq & Son Amsterdam 1765
Jacob Pauw - 1767
James Enslie - 1768
Jean Henry Stametz Vienna 1760, 1764, 1763, 1764, 1767
Johannes de Cologne Liège 1769
Juda de Abraam Nunes Livorno 1764
Leries Istanbul 1767
Leries & Van der Schroeff - 1770
Marco Corroneo Istanbul 1763
Michel Masgana Izmir 1763
N. Crisoyani Izmir 1763
Nephew & Son of R. Cardamici - 1767
Nunes Livorno 1764
Octavio Watson Livorno 1763
Panchaud & Van der Schroeff - 1768
Pancheaud Istanbul 1767
Paulo Cardamici Izmir 1763, 1765
Pierre Cardamici & Co Izmir 1769
Rigia Niotty & Co Amsterdam 1769
Samuel Himenes - 1764
Sechir Jasegiroglu - 1761 
Stathi Thoma - 1768
Stathi Thoma Iesari & Co - 1768
Stathi Thomas & Co - 1768
Stibsch & Timoni - 1765
Teremaux - 1764
Thomas De Vogel Jr - 1771
Tidirepos - 1764
Van der Dudermuller & Son Amsterdam 1764
Van der Santhuevel - 1764
Vand Ahrieff Istanbul 1767
Widow Pauun & Son - 1768
In the meantime, De Vogel corresponded with the principals of many important 
merchant houses in Izmir, Istanbul and Ankara with whom he had business 
transactions that ran parallel with his association with Cardamici. Some of these 
merchant houses had separate affairs and agreements with the Cardamici.
The Cardamici were whole-sale merchants, chiefly engaged in the import-ex-
port business. They imported European manufactured goods, raw materials and 
colonial products from Amsterdam and sent back to De Vogel textiles, yarn, 
dry fruits and raw materials. De Vogel was responsible to find, purchase and 
dispatch to his clients/associates the commodities they wished at the best quality 
and price. He obtained luxury items, colonial goods and raw materials from 
merchants in Amsterdam and collaborated with manufacturers in the Netherlands 
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and in the area of Liège in Belgium to buy various types of weapons, military 
and construction materials and metallic objects. The commodities bought by 
De Vogel for the account of his Ottoman clients were dispatched to Izmir with 
boats that he chose and chartered in Amsterdam; the Dutch merchant organized 
the transport and paid freights and insurances. 
Until 1764, pistols and nails were, in order of priority, the most important 
items imported by the “Bartholo Cardamici & Co” in Izmir. The firm also 
received from Amsterdam various types of weapons and firearms, sugar, lead, 
powder and white iron 11. During the same period, Rafael Cardamici repre-
senting Istanbul’s more sophisticated and luxury oriented market, made various 
attempts to comprise in the list of his orders expensive textiles and jewels. Hence, 
in 1760 Rafael asked De Vogel to send him diamonds and velvets for the price 
of 1 200 fiorins 12. De Vogel informed Bartholo of this bold initiative and tried 
to gain time until receiving back his opinion on how to deal with his nephew’s 
order. He therefore dispatched to Rafael samples of velvets and diamonds and 
briefed him on the various types and cuts of the precious stones. Eventually, 
Rafael’s initiative was not approved by his uncle. However, many times in the 
following years, De Vogel himself attempted to convince the modest and conven-
tional Bartholo to trade in a wide range of manufactured and colonial products 13. 
He also proposed to him to participate in a new venture, buying textiles produced 
by De Vogel at a very low price and forward them in the Ottoman markets 14. 
De Vogel’s efforts came to nothing and, at least until 1764, the variety of goods 
and products ordered by the “Bartholo Cardamici & Co” from De Vogel 
remained limited. 
Things changed dramatically when Rafael took the management of the 
enterprise. From 1764 the number of letters exchanged between the Dutch firm 
and the new director of the Ottoman enterprise augmented significantly, while 
the variety of commodities dispatched from Amsterdam to Izmir and Istanbul 
expanded in an impressive manner. Together with the pistols, lead and nails that 
were regularly ordered by Bartholo, now Rafael ordered porcelain sets, mirrors, 
St. Martha and Fernambuk wood, blue azul dye of Saxe, red lead, wire, tortoise 
shell, needles and swords 15, hermine skins from Canada 16, indigo, tin, pepper, 
Campeche wood 17, sugar and St. Vincent tobacco, pistols of the English and 
11 GAS, 332, v. 44, 7/3/1760, 22/4/1760; v. 45, 9/9/1761 etc.  
12 GAS, 332, v. 44, 12/9/1760.
13 GAS, 332, v. 46, 3/12/1762.
14 GAS, 332, v. 47, 23/8/1763.
15 GAS, 332, v. 47, 11/6/1763.
16 GAS, 332, v. 48, 6/7/1764.
17 GAS, 332, v. 48, 7/8/1764.
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Venetian type 18, fox skins and flowerpots 19, various types of furs and woolen 
fabrics. 20 In 1766 Rafael expressed his wish to trade in cochineal and asked 
De Vogel for information about the qualities and prices of this commodity 21. In 
1767 his interest in the diamond trade rekindled 22, while a year after, in 1768, 
he contemplated the idea of expanding his business in Russia. He therefore 
required from De Vogel an updating on prices of commodities, freights, commis-
sions and duties charged in St Petersburg’s commodities market 23. In 1769 
he added to his list of orders sent to Amsterdam chocolate cups and saucers, flour, 
cheese, cloves, porcelain sets, snuffers and different types of canvases 24.
De Vogel put on sale the Levantine products he received from Izmir 
and Istanbul for the account of the Cardamici. The merchandise arrived to 
Amsterdam at a random variety, quality and quantity and had to be sold at the 
highest possible price bringing to the Ottoman merchants the maximum profit. 
This process could be long and difficult as it depended entirely upon the market 
conditions. The profitable sale of the Levantine goods in Amsterdam’s market 
gave De Vogel the necessary financial backup to settle pending payments on 
behalf of the Cardamici and proceed with the purchase of goods ordered by them. 
To promote the successful conclusion of the Amsterdam transactions which 
would allow business to move on, De Vogel updated regularly the Ottoman 
merchants on the types and qualities of commodities mostly in demand and 
encouraged them to speculate on these particular items. Between 1760 and 1771 
Thomas De Vogel advised Bartholo and Rafael to send him first quality white 
cottons, cotton wool from Chevron, exclusive Angora yarn and the finest silks 
from Bursa 25. He also encouraged them to trade in dry fruits, particularly black 
raisins from Corinth and Zante and figs 26. Occasionally, he prompted them to 
dispatch him galls 27, fresh lemons 28, wax 29 and red cotton yarn 30. During the last 
18 GAS, 332, v. 49, 22/1/1765.
19 GAS, 332, v. 50, 22/3/1766.
20 GAS, 332, v. 50, 4/7/1766.
21 GAS, 332, v. 50, 7/10/1766.
22 GAS, 332, v. 50 6/2/1767.
23 GAS, 332, v. 51, 3/1/1768.
24 GAS, 332, v. 52, 8/9/1769 and 22/12/1769.
25 GAS, 332, v. 44, 7/3/1760 and 21/3/1760; GAS, 332, v. 45, 22/9/1761; GAS, 332, v. 
50, 23/9/1766. GAS, 332, v. 44, 6/5/1760; GAS, 332, v. 51, 4/11/1768; GAS, 332, v. 
46, 19/11/1762.
26 GAS, 332, v. 44, 19/12/1760; GAS, 332, v. 48, 2/11/1764; GAS, 332, v. 50, 6/2/1767.
27 GAS, 332, v. 45, 7/4/1761.
28 GAS, 332, v. 46, 19/11/1762.
29 GAS, 332, v. 46, 3/12/1762.
30 GAS, 332, v. 48, 2/11/1764.
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two years of their collaboration, De Vogel received from Rafael Cardamici cotton 
yarn, silks, incense and boxwood, dry figs and raisins 31. 
The Cardamici, generally, followed their Dutch correspondent’s instructions 
and advises regarding the type of commodities they should trade in. However, 
from time to time, the quality of the Levantine products delivered to De Vogel 
was much lower than he expected. Also, occasionally, both Bartholo and Rafael 
appeared to have their own ideas and agenda which they followed persistently, 
exporting to Amsterdam textile materials of a specific low quality and value. 
Fringes and red cotton yarn were received by De Vogel and put on sale in 
Amsterdam’s highly sophisticated and competitive international market where 
the demand for products of similar quality was very low. This process, which 
usually ended with the sale of the merchandise at the lowest possible price, caused 
De Vogel’s anguish and irritated reactions 32 as in 1769 when he sent back to 
Rafael in Izmir the red cotton yarn he had received from him and told him to 
sell it at the local market since in Amsterdam this kind of low quality product 
could bring him only losses; on the occasion he also asked him scornfully to 
send one of his friends in Amsterdam, if he wanted to check whether his claims 
were accurate 33.
From his position in the mercantile, shipping and financial center of Europe 
De Vogel offered to the Cardamici valuable services as a commission agent but 
also as a shipping broker. The safe transport of the merchandise to its final desti-
nation was obviously the most fundamental phase in a business transaction as it 
entailed the greatest risk for its final and successful realization. The transport of 
merchandise between Amsterdam, Izmir and Istanbul was a major concern for 
the De Vogel and Cardamici firms and a central topic of their correspondence. 
The De Vogel house was, most of the times, updated concerning the progress of 
the journeys, the location of the vessels and the anticipated arrivals and depar-
tures in various ports. Information was provided by a vast network of business 
partners, associates and “friends” located in major ports and commercial centers, 
but also from a large number of captain/commanders with whom De Vogel was 
in close contact and appeared to have a personal relation. De Vogel negotiated 
with the captains and proprietors of ships freights and duties, insurance rates, 
storage facilities and timetables and, once reaching an agreement, sent to the 
Cardamici all the relevant information and costs that had to be paid in advance. 
For his services he earned a commission of which he charged separately the 
Cardamici. The Dutch merchant house had a pool of captains and ship owners 
with whom he collaborated regularly achieving special benefits and low price 
31 GAS, 332, v. 52, 22/5/1770.
32 GAS, 332, v. 44, 22/4/1760 and v. 52, 8/8/1769.
33 GAS, 332, v. 52, 22/9/1769.
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freights for his Ottoman clients. However, as it was eventually revealed, De Vogel 
was also involved in the shipping business, owing shares of ships or entire ships 
which he recommended regularly to his clients and associates for the transport of 
their merchandise. The Cardamici felt that they were in some way constrained to 
follow De Vogel’s recommendations as they depended upon his great experience 
and extended knowledge of prices, practices, regulations and customs to conduct 
successfully their mercantile and financial transactions. However sometimes they 
complained for his persistence to choose regularly the same captains and vessels 
and questioned his motives which usually concealed his personal interest.
Table III : Names of Captains and Ships mentioned  
in De Vogel's Correspondence with the Cardamici 
Name Captain Name of Ship Date Reference
Andonis Andoni La Fortune (1764)
Andriesen Andries St. George (1769)
Bakker Albert Jan
Bakker Jean Le Jeune Michel (1766)
Blandau Paulus St. Spiridion (1763)
Blom William Le Gysbert Jan (1770)
Boermaster Ernst Dame Catherine (1768)
Brons Arnoldus
Bruyn
Connenhove Albert Dame Margareth (1762)
Couvret Hester (1768)
De Groot




Disma Anke Le Snelle Galley (1765)
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Matthy Ab. St. Spiridion (1771)
Mattierik Matteo N.S. Madonna del Rosario (1764)
Mettiernich M. 
Miren Hendrik Le Meer & Amstebziz (1767)
Misela
Pante Marten Hellespontus (1767)
Primke
Rave Hans 








The financial management of the Cardamici transactions in Amsterdam was 
De Vogel’s responsibility. The Dutch merchant kept a current account where 
he made all entries and kept track of the balance of payments 34. De Vogel also 
received and put in his account the earnings from various commercial and finan-
cial transactions of the Cardamici in Vienna and Livorno 35. This capital – in bills, 
checks, or bullion - was sent to him to cover his advance payments and finance 
the acquisition and transport of commodities from Amsterdam to Izmir. 
This perpetual process of buying and selling products, dispatching merchan-
dise back and forth, was meant to ensure a balanced current account between the 
partners, something that apparently never happened. The Cardamici were usually 
in debt with their Dutch associate, as western and colonial products bought in 
Amsterdam’s market cost a lot more than the revenue produced by the sale of 
Levantine goods. This disparity put often business in a standstill and induced 
De Vogel to demand persistently from his Ottoman clients to pay off their current 
debts by dispatching him remittances in bills of exchange. The Cardamici bought 
bills in Izmir 36, Istanbul, Vienna 37 and Livorno or transferred funds in the form 
of pieces of gold to various banking houses and brokers in Vienna who exchanged 
it, deducted commissions and dispatched the rest of the capital to De Vogel in 
34 GAS, 332, v. 44, 19/12/1760.
35 GAS, 332, v. 50, 29/10/1766.
36 GAS, 332, v. 51, 22/11/1768. 
37 GAS, 332, v. 48, 20/1/1764. 
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Amsterdam. 38. Merchant houses, commission agents and merchant bankers in 
Vienna, Livorno 39, Amsterdam 40 and Rotterdam 41 accepted bills and orders 
dispatched to them by the Cardamici and forwarded the payment to De Vogel. 
This process of trading in bills of exchange gave De Vogel the necessary financial 
margin to buy commodities and services for his Ottoman associates and kept 
business running. In the course of the period examined, De Vogel asked from the 
Ottoman merchants, all the more frequently and persistently, remittances in bills 
and dissuaded them from sending him merchandises for sale. His rationale was 
probably connected with the recurring instability in Amsterdam’s commodity 
market – a situation to which he referred to constantly in his letters in anguish. 
The Cardamici apparently consented to his requests, even with considerable 
delay 42 and occasionally reluctantly, especially when the difference of interest and 
exchange rates between Europe and the Ottoman Empire weighted heavily upon 
their profit 43.
BUiLding a trUst reLationship: 
 an 18th centUry dUtch mastercLass on trading
Building a Trust Relationship: the Context   
In his letters to both Cardamici, De Vogel combined the conventional style of 
expression, common to all business correspondence of the period, with a very 
personal manner. His polite and respectful form of address was consistent with a 
widespread savoir-faire of the period. Since the sixteenth century manuals of the 
merchant profession published in many European countries gave guidelines and 
samples of standard types of business letters. The philosophy of these manuals 
enhanced respect for the profession, motivated compliance with a specific 
etiquette and, most importantly, contributed in shaping a professional ethos and 
a kind of behavior that facilitated the establishment of trust relations between 
strangers and nonrelatives, political adversaries, subjects of enemy countries and 
members of antagonistic ethnic and religious groups 44. 
38 GAS, 332, v. 44, 6/5/1760.
39 GAS, 332, v. 48, 20/4/1764.  
40 GAS, 332, v. 49, 22/10/1765. 
41 GAS, 332, v. 48, 2/11/1764.
42 GAS, 332, v. 51, 6/9/1768.  
43 GAS, 332, v. 50, 7/8/1767.  
44 See Cultural Exchange in Early Modern Europe, vol III: Correspondence and Cultural 
Exchange in Europe, 1400-1700, Francisco Bethencourt & Florike Egmond (eds), 
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2007, Francesca Trivellato, “Merchants’ letters 
across geographical and social boundaries”, p. 80-103.
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De Vogel chose his style of addressing the Cardamici cautiously. The sequence 
of the subjects tackled in his letters, the arguments he put forward and the way 
he shifted from a friendly approach and a positive disposition to a stern and 
detached style, revealed his main intention which was to do business in his 
own way, manipulating psychologically his clients/associates. His purpose was 
threefold: first, to incite them a sense of shared aims and goals that they would 
accomplish together, second, to convince them of his knowledge and skills, and 
finally to guarantee their approval of his methods and manners of doing business. 
The De Vogel – Cardamici trust relationship had to develop at a distance. 
It had therefore to be constructed upon mutual respect of a business etiquette, 
confidence on one’s skills, honesty and reputation, upon good knowledge of each 
business economic capacity and finally upon the common purpose of attaining 
maximum profit. “You should be sure that we treat you in all honesty and that 
we do all the necessary…..to serve your interests…” wrote De Vogel to Bartholo 
Cardamici in 1762 45. In another letter sent to Rafael Cardamici in January 1764 
he referred to his professionalism and integrity, qualities that distinguished him 
from other commission agents: “We act in all honesty without mixing you up with 
all the situations and processes that we know all the rest are practicing”, reassured him. 
And in 8 September 1769, he epitomized the main attributes of a trust relation-
ship: “…we have always talked to you frankly and acted always with precision and 
accuracy to keep you satisfied and you have always appreciated this...” 46. 
De Vogel was very careful to draw regularly a clear line between his status 
and the responsibilities assumed by his company and those undertaken by 
the Cardamici. He therefore emphasized constantly his duties and obligations 
towards his Ottoman clients and saw to give always a convincing explanation for 
not fulfilling them 47. At the same time, he made sure to stress on every occasion 
his confidence that the Ottoman merchants would be honest and committed to 
their collaboration 48.
Showing respect for a company’s internal hierarchy was another way to 
underline his high standards and attachment to a professional code of conduct. 
De Vogel sought to convince his principal client and associate Bartholo Cardamici 
that he would support him and stood by his side for all the issues that might 
turn out and involve his nephew Rafael, the third party of their association. He 
proved his claims by informing promptly Bartholo for any business initiatives 
taken by Rafael that he might not be familiar with 49. And when a “settlement 
45 GAS, 332, v. 46, 18/5/1762, (all translations of the quotations are made by Despina 
Vlami). 
46 GAS, 332, v. 52, 8/9/1769.
47 GAS, 332, v. 44, 7/3/1760.
48 GAS, 332, v. 44, 21/3/1760.
49 GAS, 332, v. 44, 12/9/1760.
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of affairs” between uncle and nephew was imminent, De Vogel reassured 
Bartholo that, until the end of it, he would not expect him to send any new 
orders or remittances and he would put on a hold business with Rafael as well 50. 
When Rafael Cardamici took the place of Bartholo as director of the “Bartholo 
Cardamici & Co”, De Vogel addressed the new head of the Cardamici enterprises 
with a fresh chivalrous disposition, acknowledging his new status and reassuring 
him that he would receive from his company the highest quality of services. 
In a letter addressed to Rafael in October 1763, De Vogel followed his usual 
approach of addressing his partners with precision, discipline and an air of 
superiority, and asked him to excuse him if his future letters would be lengthy. 
As his main purpose was to do with him “good business”, De Vogel explained, he 
believed it was his duty to prompt him towards the most profitable deals. And 
revealing a flattering mood towards the new boss of the “Bartholo Cardamici 
& Co” he exclaimed: “…we do this for you and not for the others…… as we have 
noticed your inclination towards us…” 51.
De Vogel endeavored to convince the Cardamici of his superior skills and 
competence, guiding them successfully in the territory of international business 
by enhancing systematically, his profile of an honest, efficient, and meticulous 
merchant. He demonstrated an extreme and rigorous professionalism in the 
management of the Cardamici business affairs following with great care each phase 
of a transaction. He also asked them to deliver him detailed and precise accounts 
of the quality and quantity of the goods sent to Amsterdam and he was very 
keen to have a list of the marks stamped on each bundle and bale of merchandise 
delivered to him. He also insisted to know the names of the merchants from 
whom the Cardamici had purchased the commodities dispatched to Amsterdam. 
As he claimed, by collecting all this data he would be more prepared to address 
all the risks that might turn up and offer to his clients the best possible service 52. 
His attention to detail and precision with timetables caused him frequent nervous 
outbursts when transactions did not proceed according to schedule 53. 
De Vogel constantly referred in his letters to his trustworthy collaborators 
and agents further boosting his image as a reliable and important agent of an 
international clientele. In 29 July 1770 he alluded with great satisfaction to his 
impeccable cooperation with a nails manufacturing company established in 
Liège. On that occasion De Vogel praised his supplier for offering him very low 
prices, good quality of products and prompt delivery. He did not fail to mention 
that the special conditions he enjoyed were achieved through the personal, direct 
50 GAS, 332, v. 45, 5/6/1761.
51 GAS, 332, v. 47, 25/10/1763. 
52 GAS, 332, v. 48, 20/1/1764.
53 GAS, 332, v. 44, 19/12/1760.
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relationship he had established with the nail producer, a relationship in which 
no intermediaries intervened to collect commission and expenses, driving the 
prices of the products high. De Vogel’s praise of the commercial transactions 
“en première main” and his implicit criticism of intermediaries and commission 
agents could sound equivocal as it contradicted with his personal career as an 
important agent intermediary 54. However, his insinuations confirm the multi-
plicity of roles assumed by international merchants of the period and their faithful 
and by all means concentration to the accomplishment of maximum profit.   
De Vogel referred very often in his letters to regulations and principles of inter-
national commerce and to sets of rules he had established in his own business and 
followed stanchly as part of his personal strategy. By approving of his methods 
and consenting to his instructions, the Cardamici undertook responsibility of 
their choices 55. De Vogel’s intention to bind them in a relationship of loyalty 
and interdependence was revealed in his recurring declaration to Bartholo and 
Rafael: “We have so much confidence in you and we are serene that you will keep your 
promises and you will send us the necessary remittances” 56. His regular testimonial 
to a professional code which he applied methodically and to efficient business 
plans to which he invited the Cardamici to join, was instrumental to the Greek 
Ottoman merchants’ maturity as merchant entrepreneurs; their reputation and 
credibility was built step by step, through their collaboration with an experienced, 
canny and systematic Dutch associate. On the other hand, De Vogel’s excessive 
self-assurance and his conviction that his Ottoman clients had confidence in his 
managerial skills, allowed him to take initiatives of which he gave them notice 
belatedly. In a letter addressed to Rafael Cardamici on 23rd May 1766, he informed 
him that he had dispatched to him in Izmir all the merchandise Cardamici had 
ordered him except the porcelains sets; as he explained to him, he had preferred 
to postpone this consignment “simply because we act according to what we think to 
be more convenient, and we have no doubt that you will be happy…” 57. 
“Nous aurons l’ honneur de vous en Instruire…pour que vous puissiez 
prendre vos Informations…” 58 
Thomas De Vogel’s letters to Bartholo and Rafael Cardamici were full of instruc-
tions on how to conduct business profitably and develop their business to a 
successful and respectable enterprise. His main purpose was to impose himself 
upon his Ottoman clients, manipulate their decisions and direct transactions on 
54 GAS, 332, v. 52, 29/7/1770.    
55 GAS, 332, v. 44, 20/6/1760.
56 GAS, 332, v. 44, 5/8/1760.
57 GAS, 332, v. 50, 23/5/1766.
58 GAS, 332, v. 46, 19/11/1762.
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the track he chose. Even so, the Dutch merchant offered to the Cardamici - an 
Ottoman family enterprise launching a new career to Western Europe - a genuine 
and invaluable tutorial on eighteenth century international trading business. 
Going through the letters De Vogel addressed to Bartholo and Rafael during 
1760-1771, one can identify the structure of his business philosophy exemplified 
into four major steps leading to success. A newcomer in international trade 
business should first obtain reliable, prompt and confidential information on 
market organization and business relations (demand and supply versus prices, 
transaction, production and transport costs etc.). Second, one should invest 
money on quality and value, selecting products, methods and agents with these 
criteria. He should combine rational decision-making and business planning 
with intuition, in order to grasp a situation fast and effectively in complex and 
unfamiliar conditions, and finally, he should identify the best timing to launch a 
business transaction and make the most of the opportunities it entailed. 
Market intelligence
The letters addressed by De Vogel to the Greek Ottoman merchants were 
filled with all kinds of information concerning trade and navigation. De Vogel 
described all the different phases of a transaction in detail, gave the names of all 
those involved in it, explained the difficulties he confronted and the risks he had 
taken, depicted the everyday activity in Amsterdam’s market – in other words 
gave to his clients a full, comprehensive picture of the ongoing business and social 
environment within which he operated. The Dutch merchant’s letters introduced 
the Cardamici in the organization and customs of Amsterdam’s market that 
were new to them. Sometimes they appeared incredulous and asked their Dutch 
associate for clarifications, like in December 1766, when Rafael expressed his 
skepticism of the very low prices of silk traded in Amsterdam’s market and 
De Vogel had to explain to him an old and popular Dutch custom of offering to 
silk buyers, every now and then, a long period of discounts in the local market 59. 
To give them a clue on which items would be most profitable to trade in at 
a specific moment, De Vogel attached to his letters a list of current prices of 
commodities in Amsterdam 60. He also mentioned in his letters important 
deals that had been concluded by other merchant houses, contracts that had 
been signed, bankruptcies of well-known enterprises. His extended network of 
business connections and agents in different parts of the world provided him 
with a great variety of information concerning market organization and market 
relations, the manufacture of various commodities, the agricultural production 
in different countries, the state of Mediterranean navigation and the cost of 
transports, the cost of money and gold and the flow of bills and drafts in different 
59 GAS, 332, v. 50, 5/12/1766.
60 GAS, 332, v. 44, 7/3/1760.
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European countries. De Vogel was even in a position to anticipate the quality of 
an Ottoman cotton yield together with the date of its harvesting and pass the 
information to his Ottoman associates 61. 
The Dutch merchant house had undertook the organization of the maritime 
transport of the Cardamici import-export activity. Thomas De Vogel was 
acquainted with the local circle of ship-owners, captains and brokers and was 
kept informed about the port’s traffic, the availability of ships bound for the 
Levant, the costs of freights and insurances. He was also the recipient of confiden-
tial information regarding the mischievous and impulsive personalities of some 
captains, the deceitful methods they used and their exorbitant claims 62. All these 
information was transmitted to the Cardamici together with specific instructions 
on how to organize the transport of their merchandise from Izmir to Amsterdam, 
how to choose a solid and fast vessel, how to negotiate prices and timetables with 
fussy and double-faced captains.
Operating in the major financial center of Europe – with London gradually 
taking the lead from Amsterdam towards the late eighteenth century - De Vogel 
collaborated with local merchant bankers and money brokers and was familiar 
with the various methods and techniques of trading in bills, bullion and gold. 
His agents and “friends” in Europe and the Levant passed him information 
regularly about the organization of the financial markets of Izmir, Livorno, 
Vienna, London and Marseille, the financial competence of international 
merchant houses and their latest transactions, the levels of exchange rates in 
Europe and the Ottoman Empire 63. He saw to transfer this information to the 
Cardamici, making an effort, at the same time, to manipulate their decisions by 
presenting his argument on when, where and to whom they should call upon 
to obtain bills and other forms of paper money. In November 1762 De Vogel 
intervened once again to the Cardamici business by indicating to Bartholo to 
draw bills and drafts in Livorno and Genova instead of Amsterdam, explaining 
him that in Amsterdam the financial market was much more sensitive to the laws 
of demand and supply and exchange rates could not be easily bargained 64. 
The De Vogel letters conveyed to the Cardamici important and necessary 
details on bureaucratic, administrative and legal procedures concerning commer-
cial enterprise in the Netherlands and abroad. In December 1763, the Dutch 
merchant had to explain to Bartholo Cardamici that the Dutch custom house 
calculated custom duties charged upon Levantine products as a percentage 
of their weight and/or their value and did not charge a fixed price for each “collo” 
61 GAS, 332, v. 44, 19/12/1760.
62 GAS, 332, v. 44, 23/1/1760.
63 GAS, 332, v. 48, 21/2/1764.
64 GAS, 332, v. 46, 10/11/1762.
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or bundle imported in the Netherlands 65. Having a vast experience of those routine 
procedures that provided a merchant house with documents and certificates 
required by the public authorities, he helped the Greek Ottoman merchants to 
find their way inside an unknown and complicated setting. Therefore, in October 
1762 De Vogel insisted that Bartholo should obtain a certificate from the Dutch 
consul in Izmir testifying the arrival of 200 pairs of pistols from Rotterdam 
upon the merchant ship of captain Malaga and for the account of the “Bartholo 
Cardamici & Co”. If Bartholo succeeded to do so early enough, the “Thomas 
De Vogel & Co” would avoid paying export duty for the pistols and would be 
similarly exempted from paying duties for future shipments of weapons sent to 
the Ottoman Empire 66. De Vogel assisted the Cardamici on those occasions they 
had to face the Dutch legislature to support their rights against ship owners, 
captains and insurance brokers. He then described to them, with every detail, the 
proceedings they had to go through and proposed to them the course of action 
they should follow. This happened in 1763 when many of De Vogel’s letters to 
Rafael Cardamici of that year, contained specific directions on how to proceed in 
order to obtain from his insurers the indemnity for eight barrels of nails that had 
arrived in Izmir completely damaged after a long and treacherous passage from 
Amsterdam 67. 
Quality control
De Vogel regularly directed the Cardamici to the purchase of specific types, 
qualities and quantities of products. It was his firm belief that they should invest 
their capital to commodities of high quality and value that could always be sold at 
high prices in different markets and bring profits even in periods of economic and 
financial crises. De Vogel urged them to dispatch him first quality white cottons, 
silks from Bursa and the finest quality of Angora yarn 68. In 1764 he encouraged 
Rafael to send him first quality cotton yarn of bright red color, an item that every 
once in a while was sold at a very high price in Amsterdam’s market 69. De Vogel 
argued that trading with low quality products was extremely risky and usually 
unproductive and if the Cardamici could not get hold of first-class products to 
trade in, maybe they should speculate in bills to make better profits 70. He did 
not also hesitate to warn them that all the defective and low quality products 
he would receive from Izmir – like the red cotton yarn he had received from 
Rafael in September 1767 – would be put in a warehouse until there would be 
65 GAS, 332, v. 47, 9/12/1763. 
66 GAS, 332, v. 46, 22/10/1762.
67 GAS, 332, v. 47, 7/6/1763.
68 GAS, 332, v. 45, 23/1/1761; GAS, 332, v. 45, 7/8/1761.
69 GAS, 332, v. 48, 23/10/1764.
70 GAS, 332, v. 50, 23/10/1767.
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an opportunity to be sold at a very low price, then they would be forwarded to a 
public sale and if they still remained unsold, they would be sent back to Izmir 71. 
De Vogel’s letters revealed his strong conviction that only trading in high 
quality commodities could guarantee profits. Just as he praised trading in fine 
products of high quality, he considered relationships of confidence and value 
with trustworthy collaborators and respectable “friends” as being valuable and 
highly instrumental in the successful development of a business. Therefore when 
he encouraged Bartholo to find and purchase super fine Angora yarn, he insisted 
that he should collaborate with “des personnes de confiance” as “à bonne connais-
sance” in a local market would always be beneficial and helpful 72. Choosing the 
most trustful and eminent collaborators and suppliers and invest one’s capital in 
the best products of the market were crucial steps to success. The same criteria of 
quality and value should be considered by someone when picking up a merchant 
ship to carry safely merchandise to a far away destination. De Vogel insisted 
that knowledge of the capacity and the quality of a vessel and evidence of the 
efficiency and integrity of the captain were necessary prerequisites for choosing 
and chartering a vessel to carry valuable commodities. So in October 1766 
he appeared very dubious of Rafael Cardamici’s initiative to charter a vessel that 
De Vogel was not familiar with to carry a shipment of dry fruit to Amsterdam. 
His disapproval could also be interpreted as a mischievous reaction to Rafael’s 
willingness to ignore, for once, his suggestions and choose by himself the vessel 
that would carry his merchandise to Amsterdam.
Business Planning-Intuition and Sensitivity-Timing Awareness
De Vogel encouraged the Cardamici to plan their business in order to make profits 
and deal with risks. In his letters he invited them to identify their objectives, strat-
egies and projected actions, guiding them with his instructions and proposing 
them to make specific choices. In their business planning they should take into 
consideration all the information they had collected from their sources, assess the 
facts and use their intuition. They should be cautious, moderate and vigilant of 
their property, but they should also be ready to experiment, grasp an opportunity 
and speculate. De Vogel insisted that an experienced and skilled entrepreneur 
should invest his capital in high quality products and services, choose powerful 
and respectable “friends” and rely upon efficient and loyal partners. He finally 
underscored the importance of good timing as a key to business success. 
In August 1761 he explained to Bartholo Cardamici how the delayed arrival 
of a cargo in Amsterdam affected the market price of cotton. Reassuring him that 
the current high prices would uphold for some time he also prepared him that 
71 GAS, 332, v. 50, 22/9/1767.
72 GAS, 332, v. 45, 7/4/1761.
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these prices were the outcome of the delayed arrival of vessels from the Levant and 
when the vessels arrived finally the cotton prices would return to their previous 
levels. Cardamici should nevertheless exploit the opportunity and forward him 
white cottons of good quality that he could sell at a fairly good price choosing the 
most favorable opportunities 73. In a letter sent to Rafael on 24th September 1762, 
De Vogel discouraged him from venturing with diamonds, which the Ottoman 
merchant wished to buy in Amsterdam and sell in Istanbul. He informed him 
that this business would fail since he, De Vogel, would not be able to provide him 
with diamonds at such low prices as Rafael expected. He therefore advised him to 
give up the “enterprise dans les piereries” for some time 74. And some weeks after, 
De Vogel instructed Bartholo to put on a hold the export of figs and currants, 
at least for a year, as their prices in the Ottoman markets were very high and great 
quantities had been delivered to Amsterdam by many ships. It would be wiser if 
Cardamici waited for some time before sending new shipments, as the conditions 
in Amsterdam’s market were expected to improve. In the meantime, De Vogel 
proposed to his client to try to find and purchase a good portion of black raisin 
from Corinth at a fairly low price and sent it to Amsterdam where he could attain 
a good profit by its sale 75.
In 1766 the Dutch merchant recommended to Rafael Cardamici to buy first 
quality cotton wool which at the time could be found in the Ottoman markets 
at a fairly low price, and sell it at a much higher price in Amsterdam. De Vogel 
proposed to Cardamici to experiment with this business first, by sending to 
Amsterdam a small quantity of cotton loaded on the ship of captain De Leuun – 
a vessel very often chartered by De Vogel 76. Some years later, he presented to 
Rafael a comprehensive business proposal for trading in the same product. 
DeVogel presented his reasoning giving him the latest price on cotton wool which 
had risen to 19 ½ fiorins and according to his estimates it would keep on rising. 
He then advised Cardamici to buy cotton wool in Izmir at the lower price of 
26 to 27 piastre. Thus the sale of the cotton wool in Amsterdam’s market at the 
price of 20 fiorins would bring him high profit. De Vogel asked Cardamici to let 
him know if he decided to follow his instructions. If he did, the Dutch merchant 
would charter one of “his own” ships, the Gysbert Jan of capt. William Blom, 
to dispatch the cotton wool to Amsterdam at a profitable price; the whole trans-
action, De Vogel proposed to Rafael to be undertaken by their common “friends”, 
the commercial house of Izmir, “Van Lennep & Enslie”. De Vogel insisted that 
Rafael should speculate in cotton wool as it was the most profitable business 
at that moment and its demand would never decline. As he informed him the 
73 GAS, 332, v. 45, 7/8/1761.
74 GAS, 332, v. 46, 24/9/1762.
75 GAS, 332, v. 46, 19/11/1762.
76 GAS, 332, v. 50, 21/11/1766.
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demand for all the other Levantine commodities had fallen in Amsterdam’s 
market 77.
De Vogel’s contribution to the Cardamici enterprise was multifaceted and 
resourceful. He therefore felt free to intervene in all the phases of the business with 
self-confidence and determination. He not only instructed, advised and criticized 
his Ottoman clients but he modified their orders and postponed consignments 
according to his assessment of the best timing to move forward a transaction. 
His intervention in the trading of manufactured products – nails and weapons 
in particular ordered by the Cardamici and manufactured in Dutch and Belgian 
factories - was more systematic. In the winter of 1761, De Vogel apologized for 
the considerable delay in the dispatch of the nails expected by the Cardamici 
crediting this unpleasant development to the high price of iron and the lack of 
manufacturing workers. This situation, explained to his Ottoman clients, had 
induced him to order the thirty barrels of nails much later, which meant that they 
would be ready and soon after they would be dispatched to Izmir and Istanbul 78. 
De Vogel also instructed the Cardamici to be careful in scheduling the place-
ment of the orders for nails since this was a long lead item and consequently the 
shipment of this product was difficult to organize. As a result, many shipments 
remained behind and were delivered to the Cardamici with great delay 79.
On another occasion, in July 1766 De Vogel reassured Cardamici that he 
would dispatch him the 350 pairs of lead he had ordered, warning him that 
the price paid for it in Amsterdam’s market was particularly high. Consequently 
Rafael would find it very difficult to make profit when selling it in the Ottoman 
markets – given also that, at that time, De Vogel knew that 7 000 pairs of lead 
had been put on sale in Smyrna’s market by another merchant house. 80 
epiLogUe
The De Vogel letters unveil new aspects of the organization and strategy of 
Ottoman commercial enterprise expanding to the West from the 18th century. 
They also depict a business association between a Dutch and an Ottoman firm 
that overturns common perceptions of the business relationship developing 
between European and Ottoman merchants during that period. According to 
an established view, the development of Levantine trade was the outcome of a 
European expansion to the Eastern Mediterranean, the Ottoman Empire and the 
Middle East, accomplished by a group of bold and intrepid European merchants, 
77 GAS, 332, v. 52, 23/3/1770.
78 GAS, 332, v. 45, 22/5/1761.
79 GAS, 332, v. 44, 6/5/1760.
80 GAS, 332, v. 50, 4/7/1766.
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agents, ship owners permeating Ottoman markets through the services provided 
by local Ottoman merchants, agents and brokers. Acting as intermediaries and 
commissioners to European merchants, the Ottomans gained access to the 
centers of international Levantine trade and followed individual international 
careers. The De Vogel correspondence proves that this scenario represents only 
part of the story and shows that the European infiltration in the Ottoman 
markets combined and complemented with an opposite trend as Ottomans 
sought to expand their activities to western markets utilizing similar strategies 
with their European counterparts. To gain access to the commercial, mercantile 
and financial market of Amsterdam the Cardamici did not hire, as anticipated, 
another Ottoman, possibly Greek, enterprise from their business milieu to 
represent them on the spot, but an experienced well-connected Dutch firm. 
In the De Vogel-Cardamici partnership the eighteenth century “European 
merchant entrepreneur-Ottoman agent intermediary” pattern of Levantine trade 
switches to one where the Ottoman Greeks are the wealthy merchant-entrepre-
neurs who invest capitals and expand their business from their operational bases 
in Izmir and Istanbul to a major commercial and financial market of the West. 
The Dutch De Vogel is instead their local agent who provides them market, 
insurance and financial services and receives commission. 
The study of the De Vogel-Cardamici partnership introduces us to the 
practical, empirical and psychological tools by which entrepreneurs of different 
provenance, language, culture, religion, social and economic status, located in 
faraway countries, sought to overcome their differences and disbeliefs and colla-
borate for the sake of business profit. Even more so, the De Vogel letters show 
how a business relationship between two distant enterprises developed, as mere 
strangers collaborated and confronted various setbacks. It demonstrates how trust 
and confidence between distant partners built up and how unforeseen difficulties 
created tension and put individuals under pressure. De Vogel’s instructions and 
advices to the Cardamici give us a close overview of the day by day solutions and 
strategies adopted by the eighteenth century merchants and depict their response 
to the challenges of a transitional period as the era of merchant capitalism was 
drawing to its end giving its place to a period of corporate multinational enter-
prise and sophisticated commercial finance. Having to deal with competition 
and change, war, piracy, epidemics and bad weather, permeated by a sense 
of professional ethos and feelings of insecurity, De Vogel and Cardamici were 
guided by intuition and tactic and pursued the best opportunities available in the 
market, tracing their way on a thin line between integrity and selfishness. Their 
transactions and common ventures in the period 1760-1771 demonstrate the 
linear and automatic connection between information, opportunity seeking and 
speculation and confirm that, above all, the eighteenth century trading business 
was an individual affair. 
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